
 

Flite by Steve Thompson - Ring Flight - Zaubertrick

BORROWED RING TO KEYCHAIN
MAKE THEIR RING VANISH AND APPEAR ATTACHED TO YOUR KEYCHAIN
- WHILE THEY'RE HOLDING IT!

FLITE is a ring flight gimmick, re-engineered.

- No threads.
- No clips.
- No magnets.
- 100% safe and secure.
- Loads easily.
- Unlinks easily.
- Resets instantly - perfect for walkaround and restaurant work.
- Can be repeated instantly.
- Can be handled by the spectator.
- Can be used as a visual effect.
- Links multiple rings at a time.
- Performable while surrounded.
... and is always ready to go!
 
The gimmick has been engineered with a deceptive, easy load method. This
means you can vanish the ring and make it appear among your keys with one
fluid action - as you take them out of your pocket. 

Because their ring actually ends up attached to the keyring itself, you can even
let them get microscopically close and pull right on it... It's really on there!

In fact, FLITE is so easy to use, you can even give the loaded gimmick to your
spectator to hold... before the ring has even-vanished, or use it as a visual linking
effect. 

"The link is so fast and pure, it can even be used as a visual effect. Which you
can't do with other ring flights." - Tom Elderfield

EXPERT CONSTRUCTION
The components used for FLITE are of the highest quality. You need something
reliable that's going to last you tens of thousands of performances, whether it's
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casual or paid - you can put FLITE through the wringer!

- Made with premium-grade metals for durability.
- Safe & secure.
- With normal use, FLITE should last you a lifetime.

• Ellusionist quality.
• The video instruction are in English, but easily understandable by anybody
thanks to the clear video.
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